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Interactive teaching of professional English using multifunctional presentations
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The contribution brings an overview of teaching methods applied in the courses of advanced English for the Masaryk University students. Special emphasis is given to interactively-taught Powerpoint presentations during courses headed by a teacher combined with individual web-based homeworks available at the Information System of the Masaryk University. Interactive teaching comprises a lot of students responses and comments to presented images, schemes, audio and video files. Each student is asked to answer at least 30 times per a lesson. The questions relate to typical professional topics ranging from cell structure to anatomy, physiological processes, professional tools and instruments, practice in a laboratory etc. Fill-in exercises covering numerous aspects of grammar (tenses, adjectives and prepositions), simple- and multiple-choice tests, blind schemes descriptions are taught interactively. The materials used in such multifunctional presentations are compiled from different web-available sources, e.g. interactive whiteboards (IWB), online test(Learning English Online), digital resources (Oxford iTools). Conversation covers some 15 min during each lesson. It is held either in couples or a large group moderated by a teacher. Conversation topics are unknown at the beginning of the lesson. Students make their choice from three alternatives of different complexity level and demandingness. The conversation starts immediately after the choice to prove actual knowledge and ability to respond. In this way, vocabulary, frequent idioms and dialog phrases are practised. Contrastingly to traditionally-taught English, the interactive teaching brings more self-evaluation for students and feedback for teachers. It also promotes students ability to respond to unknown or unexpected professional topics.